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ANTICIPATING
POST-PANDEMIC
OFFICE DESIGN
TRENDS
The current situation with COVID-19 has caused many to rethink the layouts of their workplaces.
With some measure of social distancing required until the successful development of a vaccine,
employers need to rethink how employees will return to the office once the constraints of
social distancing are loosened. Life will not revert to normal, but it must still move forward.
Employees are fearful to return to the office to varying degrees; some are eager to return,
while others may favor a wait-and-see approach, adopt an alternative schedule, or choose
to work from home indefinitely. To ensure a company’s success and longevity, leaders must be
quick to respond to employee and client needs. Fortunately, creative design solutions can help
boost employee confidence toward pre-COVID-19 levels.
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Figure 1: CDC guidelines have established safe distances that will likely increase the
area people view as their personal space.
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Figure 2: The national SF/person average has steadily dropped from its 2009 high of 212 RSF.

Certain trends should be reexamined for a postCOVID-19 workplace. Companies have been investigating
ways to increase employee density with the goal of decreasing
building costs for over a decade. Between 2009 and 2018, the
national average of office square footage per person decreased
from 211 to 194 (fig. 2); some companies have decreased this
metric even more to a low of 135 square feet per employee.1
Now that social distancing requires people to keep at least six
feet away from one another whenever possible, this trend toward
densifying space could see a slow down. A decline of this trend,
however, will not mean companies will need bigger spaces; with
employees returning to offices in phases, or not at all, VC expects
a decrease in the total number of physical seats. Recent research
indicates that putting employees in increasingly tight quarters
can negatively affect workplace culture and decrease employee
performance, engagement and collaboration.2 If high density
offices had this negative impact pre-COVID-19, companies could
see this impact exacerbated by maintaining current SF/person
numbers, as people are increasingly wary of their proximity to
others; it appears the pandemic is fundamentally changing the
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Figure 3: Flexible office space allows for employee choice.

way people perceive personal space (fig. 1). While nothing is
certain in a post-COVID-19 world, VC anticipates this trend will
see at least a temporary decline while employers and architects
determine best practices.
The open office plan has seen a downward trend
for some time now, something that will remain under scrutiny
as people return to the office. The open office was already a
source of anxiety for many employees due to the inherent lack
of control and privacy the layout provided. Now employees
will feel themselves vulnerable not only to distraction but also
exposure from colleagues. Due to space efficiency, cost concerns
and the need for collaboration, the solution is not as simple as
providing every employee with a private office; the workplace
needs to supply options through flexible space so employees feel
safe and have the ability to be productive. This may include the
addition of private spaces, such as phone booths and one- or
two-person meeting rooms, as well as workstations that enable
focused, heads-down work.3 Flexible space has been considered
a best practice in design for several years now, and the design
world’s commitment to it in the midst of COVID-19 remains high.
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Having been isolated inside for quite some time, people are longing for
the restorative feeling of the outdoors. Because of this, VC anticipates an increase in
companies incorporating biophilic design into their office spaces. Infusing nature into
the workplace benefits the workforce in tangible ways: In a study commissioned by
Interface Flooring, researchers determined that spaces with natural elements increased
employee well-being and creativity by 15% and productivity by 6%.4 Incorporating
outdoor experiences through lighting, graphics, finishes and live or artificial plants
are all ways to bring nature indoors. Beyond the positive influence biophilia has on
productivity and workplace culture, many plants also act as purifiers. The dual function
of plants makes them an asset to any office space.
If workplaces incorporate aspects of each trend immediately, employees will
gain confidence upon their return to the office. Companies should continue to implement
long-term design initiatives to maintain that confidence boost. While current trends evolve
and become more fully integrated into workplace design, there are different ways that
design can mitigate the transfer of disease and bolster workplace productivity.

Figure 4: Examples of biophilic design
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THE EVOLVING
DEFINITION OF
THE PERSONAL
WORKSPACE
The personal workspace has continually evolved with the changing needs of business,
collaboration, and technology. In many workplaces, as the high cost of real estate has melded
with desires for natural light and ease of in-person communication, the large personal office
and the high-walled cubicle have made way for the open workspace. As the workforce
contemplates returning to the physical office, many are wondering how the open plan will
adapt to a post-COVID-19 world.
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Figure 5: As an immediate solution, retrofitting existing workstations with screens will provide
physical barriers.

Figure 6: Study existing circulation for widths and traffic flows, and provide visual cues in
common pathways.

In the immediate future, design will hinge on solutions that
provide physical barriers and visual cues to existing layouts that
will ease the transition from home back to the office workspace.
Free-standing screens and desk-mounted accessories can be
added to shield adjacent employees in their existing configurations
(fig. 5). As each office’s floor plan is unique, configurations should
be studied for spacing to maintain social distancing, and, if
possible, existing furniture solutions should be reconfigured to
eliminate “face-to-face” arrangements and grow space between
workers (fig. 7). Where desks are too close, chairs or monitors
should be removed to impede use (fig. 8). Additionally, existing
circulation can be made safer with distance markers on the floors
and walls. Visual cues to encourage social distancing are already
commonplace in grocery stores, pharmacies and other spaces
that remain open during the pandemic, and these strategies will
be helpful reminders in the workplace as well.
The big picture shifts in the personal workspace
are inevitable, and VC anticipates that more eyes will be on
distancing in the long run. The wide-open office plan may see
a hybrid typology that melds a workstation with privacy and
spatial elements of the traditional private office. While flexibility
has been a key point for office design for many years, it should
remain at the forefront when selecting workstation configurations
and components. Adaptability will be emphasized as the industry

prepares for many changes yet to come. A focus on ergonomics,
popular throughout workplace design up until this point, will
now be fundamental — for instance, height-adjustable surfaces
encourage not only wellness, but also discourage accessories
employees often use to retrofit poorly-fitting surfaces. With a
well-fit desk, surfaces can remain clear and more prepared for
nightly cleaning. Benching — an efficient workstation configuration
popular in recent years — is being revisited by many furniture
manufacturers, who will look to incorporate other ways to
separate individual seats per social distancing recommendations.
Additional work surfaces, planters and storage compartments
are ways to keep the office spacious, wellness-oriented and tidy
for post-workday cleanings (fig. 9–11). Movable dividers will
be placed, and unnecessary doors will be removed in favor of
a more touchless environment. While divider heights may grow
in some offices, the push for office spaces that promote wellness
will remain at the forefront. Celebrating natural light in spite of
the divisions will be crucial, and more translucent materials such
as glass and acrylic will be utilized.
The personal workspace continually evolves, and the
post-COVID-19 evolution will see a more critical definition of
personal space within a greater workplace landscape focused
on wellness.
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PERSONAL WORKSPACE THOUGHT STARTERS
Figure 7: Desk-mounted accessories and reorientation of desks
to avoid face-to-face configurations of personal workspaces

Figure 8: If necessary, furniture and monitors can
be removed from adjacent desks to discourage
seats that are too close.

Graphics provided by
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Figure 9: Flexible panel arrangements allow users to modify as needs change over time.
Graphics provided by
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Graphics provided by

Figure 10: Storage between and below workstations encourages nightly tidying of personal
items — surfaces left clear are better prepared for regularly scheduled cleaning.
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Figure 11: Incorporating greenery into dividers aids in air cleansing and nods
to biophilia in the workplace.
Graphics provided by
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THE FUTURE OF
COLLABORATION
SPACES
Figure 12: Clearances maintained through proper placement of furniture
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THOUGHT STARTERS to Improve Social
Distancing within Meeting Spaces:
1. Reconfigure modular seating
2. Rolling seating
3. Reduce seating in existing large gathering spaces
4. Virtually connect existing internal conference rooms
5. Separate entrance and exit combined with one-way circulation
A new workplace culture is brewing worldwide,
and it is centered around connectivity. In a postCOVID-19 world where physical connection is nearly
nonexistent, our need for visual connectivity has
increased tremendously, forcing cameras to be turned
on for remote meetings. This creates the opportunity
for innovation as architects, engineers and designers
reconsider the way people gather in search of a better
and safer way of connecting. With employees returning
to office spaces, a reduction of meeting room seats
maintains social distancing guidelines established by
the CDC (fig. 13). In more informal collaboration areas,
utilizing a six foot coffee table provides a safe distance
visual cue for reference throughout the space (fig. 13).

6’ TABLE

Figure 13: Clearances maintained through
proper placement of furniture
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Figure 14: Creative use of furniture solutions show panels that
separate groups with recommended spacing.

The need for divisions comes in many forms and will
take shape in many ways. High-back dividers provide further
protection in close-proximity arrangements (fig. 14). Not only will
physical divisions be necessary, but the use of modular seating
may increase, as it may be reconfigured as required to meet
updates to CDC guidelines.
The time to invest in fully integrating technology is now:
video conferencing setups to include cameras, film on glareproducing glass walls and tapered tables where all faces are
visible on the screen optimize meeting rooms for both in-person
and distant participation (fig. 15). Additionally, new ways to
integrate personal devices such as cell phones and laptops will

allow meeting users to participate with less communal hands-on
tech gear. Prior to COVID-19, VC often found circulation to be
approximately 40% of the total office square footage in an
open-office plan; due to distancing guidelines, this number could
quickly approach and surpass 50% as a new standard. Some
offices have begun to implement one-way circulation through
direct visual cues such as arrows being placed on the floor. This
mode of circulation is most commonly seen in health care, as
it combats the further spread of disease.5 This is wayfinding’s
opportunity to shine as companies integrate aspects of health
care circulation design methods into the commercial realm.

Figure 15: Adjacent meeting rooms with reduced seating are virtually connected to provide social distancing.
Establish one-way flow for entering and exiting.
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Figure 16: Physical combination of two existing conference rooms creates new circulation.

Everyone will need to unlearn what was once the typical way of gathering and adapt to a
new norm. According to Dr. Jeff DeGraff, a professor at University of Michigan and author, “This is the
big thing about the transition we’re going through. I’m getting so many calls these days. ‘What’s going
to happen next?’ The answer is, I don’t know and neither do you…. You have to be able to deal with
the ambiguity that’s part of a creative mindset.”6 The fluid workforce and creativity clusters DeGraff
predicts are going to take a new form as the safe distance rule generates new limitations and, also,
the potential for innovation. Architects and designers alike are being pushed to reimagine the way
safe collaboration, training and conference spaces are formed. For instance, adjacent conference
rooms can be reconfigured to form a single, larger conference room, provided that the recommended
social distancing clearance between seated individuals and those circulating throughout the space are
maintained (fig. 16). This could be a great opportunity to “de-mount” many of the flexible partitions
that have been put up in recent build outs.

Figure 17: Adjust capacity and alternate seating in meeting
rooms to allow for safe distance around each user.
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The open office may be seen
as a landscape of sorts; further division
can be created between adjacent table
configurations by playing with different
table and chair heights — one table at
seated height, and another at standing,
for instance — providing choice while
reducing direct face-to-face meetings
within the variable office landscape.
Providing a safe distance between each
person will increase the square footage
of gathering spaces. It will be up to
architects and designers to determine
how to accommodate this increase,
avoiding an increase in the overall
footprint and maintaining sustainable
office environments.
While there are many options
for how meeting rooms and collaboration
spaces will adjust in response to the safe
distance clearance necessary in gathering
areas, it will be up to companies to
decide which options will work best for
their offices.

SAFE DISTANCE

Figure 18: Rethinking the traditional conference table: A standard rectangular conference
table becomes a modular hexagonal shape. The modular nature of this layout provides users
with graphic cues for maintaining a safe distance.

SAFE DISTANCE

Figure 19: The modular configuration is adjusted
for central AV focal point.
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REIMAGINING
ANCILLARY
SPACES
Communal spaces like reception, lounge areas, pantries and hallways are where most
crowding and larger gatherings occur, making them some of the most susceptible spaces
to both contamination as well as employee anxiety surrounding the return to the office.
These communal spaces are also where the majority of social interactions, both planned and
impromptu, happen, making them crucial in fostering employee creativity and workplace
culture. Keeping safety the priority, it is important to design shared spaces that foster social
distance and safe interactions while being mindful not to isolate individuals.

THOUGHT STARTERS to lessen exposure and
crowding in ancillary spaces include:
1. Delay outside visitors and client appointments at the office
		

- Increase technology to continue client meetings without disruption

2. Paperless policies to ease crowding at copy areas
3. Package drop-off and delivery area to sanitize packages away from high-traffic areas
4. Eliminate communal, family-style meals
5. Reduced seating to lessen crowding and contact with surfaces
6. Sanitizing stations installed at key touch points
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Figure 20: The VC Office, demonstrating a typical pre-COVID-19 circulation and potential collision points.

These policies require little-to-no change to an existing space. Proper
space planning and clear, informative graphics will help ensure that policies and
tools put in place are easily understood and followed by all users of the space.
Thoughtful graphics, whether applied to or integrated into architecture materials,
will inform users how to safely navigate the space and further eliminate collisions
and crowding.
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ENTRANCE
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REMOTE MEETING TECHNOLOGIES ARE
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SAFE DISTANCE CIRCULATION. CENTER
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CIRCULAR PATH TO FURTHER REDUCE
COLLISIONS.
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TRAFFIC IN VESTIBULE.
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Figure 21: The VC Office, incorporating widened one-way circulation, improved touch
points and broken up seating areas.

As organizations around the globe have moved to work-from-home due to
the COVID-19 pandemic, even the less technologically inclined organizations have
access to workflow and management tools for employees to be productive at home.
While remote work allows for productivity, it is much harder to foster the creativity
and new ideas that so often come about during “serendipitous interactions” in the
office. Face-to-face communication is still the best way to foster innovation. Each
company’s unique culture and needs will dictate different changes in occupancy
and floorplate reconfigurations.
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Figure 22: Example lobby space demonstrates widened circulations and enhanced ancillary layout.

6

INDIVIDUAL POD PLACED
THROUGHOUT WITH ADDED
MOBILE SCREENS GIVE USERS SAFE
SPACES TO FOCUS.

5

REPLACING TRADITIONAL CAFÉ
SETUPS WITH CREATIVE FURNITURE
SOLUTIONS WILL MAXIMIZE THE
TYPE OF COLLABORATION SPACES
USERS CAN CHOOSE FROM. BUILD
IN SCREEN, SEPARATORS, AND
ANGLED CONFIGURATIONS CREATE
NATURAL BARRIERS AND VISUAL
CUES TO BEST PATHS OF TRAVEL

4

WHERE POSSIBLE, DESIGNATE
SINGLE LANE PATH OF TRAVEL ON
STAIRS TO ELIMINATE COLLISIONS.
ENSURE THAT ALL PATHS OF TRAVEL
ARE SAFE DISTANCE.
LINEAR COLLABORATION TABLE
CREATE 2 LANES OF TRAVEL. SPLIT
LEVEL SURFACES GIVE USERS
OPTIONS FOR SMALLER OR
LARGER GATHERINGS. ADDING
MOVEABLE SCREENS INCREASE
PRIVACY.
OPEN LANDING AREA AT
ELEVATORS AND OTHER MAJOR
ENTRANCES MAXIMIZES FREE
FLOW OF TRAFFIC.
ADDING MOVABLE SCREENS
BETWEEN EXITING STANDARD
CAFÉ TABLE SET UPS CREATE SAFE
BARRIERS AND VISUAL CUES.

Technology THOUGHT STARTERS to help
eliminate unnecessary contact at reception
and break areas:
1. Remote desktop door release at reception desk
2. Temperature-reading technology at entrances
3. Automatic motion-sensors or voice-activated touch-less door openers
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ENVIRONMENTAL,
MATERIAL, AND
COMMUNAL
SPACE
CONSIDERATIONS
Environmental THOUGHT STARTERS
to cleaner workplaces:
1. Decluttered work surfaces
2. Electrostatic precipitation cleaning
3. Air-purifying plants
4. Upgrades to the standard HVAC system
Figure 23: Electrostatic precipitation cleaning
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Beyond the walls of the office are building systems
and common areas that play a crucial role in a safe return
to the workplace. VC, partnering with MEP/FP consultants,
is working to investigate how to best improve air quality in
workplace design. Investigating and understanding updates
surrounding the protocols and design tweaks necessary to make
common restrooms and elevators safe to occupy is critical at
this time. Landlords, tenants and design consultants alike are
collaborating to make buildings welcoming hosts for when the
majority of employees re-enter the office.
Engineers are investigating simple, effective solutions to
improve environmental conditions and reduce the presence of
the coronavirus and other pathogens in the workplace. The first
step to a healthy environment may begin with decluttering areas
to allow proper sterilization of surfaces. The simple addition
of monitor arms, wire management and storage to remove
items from desk tops make way for the use of electrostatic
precipitation cleaning7 to regularly sanitize work surfaces. This
is more successful than traditional cleaning methods, which run
the risk of redistributing dangerous pathogens into the air or
onto other surfaces.
As mentioned, other solutions may lean in the organic
direction through the addition of biophilic design and increasing
the use of air-cleansing plants to help divide and sanitize shared
spaces. While it is not yet clear if any species of greenery
may prove to eliminate dangerous biological pathogens such
as the coronavirus, decades of research by NASA has found
certain plants to be successful in the elimination of organic air
pollutants, such as ammonia, xylene, benzene, formaldehyde and
trichloroethylene.8As many employees may feel air quality is key
for a healthy work environment, the air purification properties of
plants make them an essential feature in an office.
In the immediate future, air cleansing and retrofitting
of fixtures will ease the transition back into office buildings.
There is an expected push toward the specification of both
antimicrobial materials and durable, washable materials, in
not only communal spaces such as restrooms, hallways, building
lobbies and security areas, but the entire office. Solid surfaces
and naturally antimicrobial metals, like brass and copper, will be
prevalent, as will wipeable fabrics and vinyls that manufacturers

Figure 25: Touchless door solutions, both
manual and technology-enabled, will gain
traction in office buildings.

already produce. Architects will look to better understand the
sustainability stories of such materials moving forward. Materials
commonly utilized within health care spaces can be adapted to
the corporate world in finishes and furniture. The move towards
these materials might cause a shift from the current “resimercial”
trend to one more aptly labeled “healthy-mercial.”
As building owners look to the future, elevators will
build upon the technology of touchless and destination dispatch
to efficiently move employees to their spaces. Implementing
reduced elevator cab maximum capacities and staggered entry
times to maintain social distancing will ease the transition. At
existing heavy-contact doors, hands-free pulls and automatic
electric openers can supplement existing accessible door
hardware. Cabinet pulls can be swapped for touch latches or
designed to be opened with a foot. Existing fixtures in restrooms
may be replaced with hands-free solutions for faucets, soap
dispensers, towel dispensers, dryers and flushometers to minimize
touch points. Down the road, buildings will be upgraded to meet
new best practices for systems and common areas.

Figure 24: Personal technology will find its way into controlling more
aspects of the shared building environment.
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Taking cues from how China has responded to heavy
pollution or how hospitals manage the containment of pathogens,
companies must make drastic moves to improve HVAC systems.
Just as the increase in working from home is going to push
the advancement of technology, architects will be leaning on
engineers to update poor filtration standards in office buildings.
Places like Hong Kong and Singapore kept cases of COVID-19
low due to a tested pandemic response in the wake of SARS.
Since the outbreak of SARS between 2002 and 2004, buildings
underwent massive improvements to their ventilation systems,
which increased air quality by circulating fresh air instead of
recycled air in a process known as dilution ventilation.9 These
upgrades need to be implemented throughout the U.S. to minimize
repeated exposure to dangerous pathogens in recycled air.
Tenants, landlords, architects and engineers will work together
to implement solutions that upgrade their spaces’ ventilation
and air-filtration systems, aiming to provide a workplace where
employees know their health is a priority.
The choreography of entering, exiting and moving
about the post-COVID-19 office will involve a coordinated
effort, resulting in a seamless and safe workplace.

Figure 25: Plants boost air quality and benefit the overall productivity of employees when
incorporated into a space.

Figure 26: MEP systems will be crucial in minimizing the spread of
pathogens by increasing fresh air circulation and greater air filtration.
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New demands on the office dictate that companies must
adapt, making changes to both physical space and protocols
to encourage employees to return. The solutions provided here
can be implemented into any office, building confidence and
fostering office cultures that indicate proactive employers in tune
with their people. At VC, we understand every office is unique
and there is never a one-size-fits-all solution, especially now.

So, how can VC help?
1. Through a space evaluation plan, VC and our team of consultants can see
where immediate and long-term solutions can be implemented that make the
most sense for your employees and office culture.
2. Engage VC’s change communication consultancy to help alleviate stress and
build employee confidence as employees return to the office. Allow us to
work with you to communicate a phased return plan, new work from home
protocols, adjustments to internal office circulation and alternative schedules.
3. Engage VC’s Environmental Graphics team to incorporate social
distancing markers into your branding for increased wayfinding and clear
communication as to what office protocols are without the anxiety of caution
tape and red letters.

If met with communication, flexibility and planning, the return to
the post-COVID-19 workplace can be a joyful one. Together,
design and engineering, real estate and facilities, and end users
can build a fully integrated approach that meets an individual
company’s culture and creates a place that welcomes back the
asset that makes every successful company thrive— the people.
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Visnick & Caulfield is a Boston-based architecture and design firm of skilled professionals confident in
providing value through creativity, thought leadership and strong design skills. We welcome communication
and collaboration to deliver a workplace that aligns with the brand and culture of every company with which
we work. Over the years, VC has partnered with many companies to create spaces that work for them. To
learn more, visit www.vca-arch.com.
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npalapar@vca-arch.com

MARILYN SHEN

GRAPHIC SUPPORT

YAOYAO K E L LY
DESIGNER
MA, Interior Design
Suffolk University
ykelly@vca-arch.com

JULIA PELKOFSKY
ADMIN/MARKETING COORDINATOR
MA, History of Design and Curatorial Studies
Parsons / Cooper Hewitt Smithsonian Design Museum
jpelkofsky@vca-arch.com

P R I N C I PA L
L E E P A P, I I D A , N C I D Q
MA, Interior Design
Suffolk University
mshen@vca-arch.com

GREER HINES
BFA, Interior Design
Endicott College
ghines@vca-arch.com

SARAH JANE VISNICK
BFA, Interior Design
Endicott College
svisnick@vca-arch.com

CORA VISNICK
A R C H I T E C T, A I A
MS, Real Estate Development
Columbia University
cvisnick@vca-arch.com

FOR MORE
INFORMATION:
BURTON S. VISNICK, AIA
CO-FOUNDER
S E N I O R P R I N C I PA L
bvisnick@vca-arch.com

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA
VISNICK & CAULFIELD
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